
sports & arena seating collection



design led 
performance
seating

mission

We’ve designed, manufactured and installed seating in some of the 
most iconic sports venues and stadiums across the world. 

With the sector’s broadest range of plastic and upholstered 
stadium seats we are able to supply the entire stadium - from 
general admission to prestigious corporate boxes.

Our seats are suitable for all types of sporting venue, both indoor 
and out.  And all seats meet British and European standards and 
are tested for UV resistance, fire resistance, strength and durability. 

Testing is carried our not only in-house, but by real fans in some of 
the most hotly contested matches - attrition rates are excellent at 
less than 0.05%. per year.   

Tough, durable and aesthetically pleasing, our general admission 
sports seats are comfortable to sit on and are designed for heavy 
and consisent use. 

Our padded range is supremely luxurious and has been                
developed to help you meet the expectation of corporate VIP       
clients and to maximise revenues in those areas. 

Customisable with options including seat heaters and personalised 
or sponsorship opportunities. 

Helping you to create an exciting and safe environment.

exceed customer expectations
live by design 
inspire a happy team

seating made better
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Premium

seating made better

Premium seating areas at sports stadiums are proving to be a highly 
lucrative revenue generating operation. As stadiums continue to expand 
and evolve, so does the prevalence of luxury seating – this type of seating 
can be found in all types of stadiums - catering for the premium  sports  
spectator experience, as well as for other corporate events.

Ferco’s premium sports seat collection offers a variety of quality seating 
options providing outstanding ergonomics and comfort, as well as a wide 
range of customizable options such as heated seat options, embroidery, 
cup holders and integrated technology, such as call buttons, charging 
ports and reserved seating signs.



Reading  Cinema, Australia
Model: Premium Verona

Optus Stadium
Perth, Australia
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Verona Zero Wall

Adapted for use in the most premium indoor VIP and Ex-
ecutive boxes, the prestigious Verona recliner provides 
luxurious comfort and a number of smart features.

The backrest of the Verona Zero Wall reclines into the 
space vacated by the seat moving forward, requiring less 
space than traditional recliners.

Powered by a single motor, the Verona features a back 
and footrest auto-return function as the seat is vacated.

It can be customised with USB charging ports, call button 
systems, embroidery and seat numbering and has an 
Easy Lift system for cleaning underneath the seats.

seating made betterseating made better
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Verona Lite Zero Wall

The Verona Lite Zero Wall is design for areas with more 
restricted space requirements.

The seat features a motorised backrest, with spectators 
able to recline their seat to their own requirements. 

Comfortable and luxurious, the Verona Lite Zero Wall is 
available as single or linked seats with a shared central 
armrest.

It can be customised with USB charging ports, call button 
systems, embroidery and seat numbering and has an 
Easy Lift system for cleaning underneath the seats.



For venues looking for a reclining premium sports seat option 
without the need for electric motors, the Opus Glide is the 
perfect choice.

The Glide’s innovative design means the seats back and seat 
automatically adjust the seated position according to your 
body movements, maintaining excellent lumbar support 
and sightlines of the action.

The seat is generously upholstered and has a cushioned 
headrest for additional comfort.

With integrated cup holders, the Opus Glide is available as 
a single seat or linked seats with a shared central armrest.

Opus Glide

seating made better
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Opus

A seating solution fit for indoor and outdoor VIP areas 
with a corporate feel, the Opus has a modern aesthetic 
and adjustable backrest pitch to provide optimal conditions 
for spectating.

Mounted on a central pedestal, the Opus’ integrated 
cushioned headrest and generous proportions provides 
venues with a superior seating solution.



Like its Verona cousin, the Milano Zero Wall is a
luxurious motorised premium seat, that recline into the 
space vacated by the seat moving forward, meaning that 
this seat can installed directly against a wall or riser.

The Milano has a distinctive and stylish aesthetic with a 
generous wide backrest and seat.

The seat can be customised with seat heaters, USB 
charging ports and features an integrated cup holder.

Available as a single seat or linked seats with a shared 
central armrest.

seating made better

Milano Zero Wall
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Milano Lite

The Milano Lite has a motorised backrest which will fit 
into many existing premium areas, improving audience 
capacity and reducing capital expenditure.

It is an indoor and outdoor recliner, suitable for VIPs 
and is designed to deliver superior comfort without 
compromising on style and function.



The Riviera is the Executive sport class of seating for corporate 
and VIP clients.  

Designed to meet the requirements of the most demanding 
guests, the Riviera is stylish with sumptuous padding and a 
wide seat with a high backrest; and is suitable for both indoor 
and outdoor use.  

Chosen by leading Premiership clubs for their Director and VIP 
areas, this luxurious chair enhances the sporting experience 
with fully customisable options including cupholders, personal 
or sponsorship embroidery and seat heaters.

  

seating made better

Riviera
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Arc VIP

High-end seating for discerning guests who expect only 
the best, the ARC VIP meets the expectation of luxury 
with its high back, wide seat, padded side panels and solid 
wooden arm-rests. 

Extremely popular for Director and Corporate areas in a 
variety of sporting venues.

Floor Mounted

Riser Mounted



Verona 
Zero Wall

Verona
Lite Zero 
Wall

Opus 
Glide

Opus Milano 
Zero Wall

Milano 
Lite

Riviera ARC VIP

Swivel table B

Swivel table A

 Dual USB Port

Double action table

Embroidered 

Auto return

Square
L.E.D number

Puck L.E.D letter

Oval Row Letter Plate

seat number

seating made better

PVC Seat Numbering

Options



Verona Lite Zero Wall

Opus Glide Opus

Milano Zero Wall

Verona Zero Wall

Milano Lite

Riviera ARC VIP
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These value engineered one piece seats create an         
ergonomic seating position within the constraints of 
space and budgets. 

Available as either injection or blow-moulded plastic, 
with an extended seat depth option.

  

ARC Shell

seating made better

Tier Mounted

Floor Mounted

Riser Mounted



ARC Lite Plus (100mm Higher back)

Floor Mounted

Riser Mounted

ARC Lite
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With its signature design, the competitively priced ARC 
Lite series sets the benchmark for tip-up spectator seating. 

The double-walled seat and backrest deliver outstanding 
comfort and durability, with looks that match.

The ARC Lite Plus provides the same levels of durability  
and function as the ARC Lite with the added benefit of a 
higher backrest increasing comfort levels for spectators.



seating made better

ARC One

Floor Mounted

ARC One Plus (10cm Higher back)

Riser Mounted

With its thickly upholstered seat and back, the ARC One 
sets new standards in spectator comfort. 

It incorporates a silent gravity tip-up mechanism and a 
perforated acoustic base suitable for indoor applications.

  



A member of the ARC family, the ARC Max with its signature 
design, fully upholstered backrest and thicker seat padding, 
offers the maximum in comfort for the most demanding 
spectators. 

Engineered for function as well as comfort, the ARC 
Max’s silent gravity tip mechanism ensures continuously 
smooth operation.

ARC Max
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Floor Mounted

Riser Mounted

Side view



ARC Options

ARC 
Shell

ARC 
Lite

ARC
Lite Plus

ARC 
One

 ARC
 One Plus

ARC
Max

Arm Multi w/ P.U

Arm Multi Plus

Arm Multi  w/ Cup

Wrimatic 

Left hand Armrest 

Row letter End Cap

Embroidery Logo

Perforated seat pan

Dimple seat pan

seating made better

Row letter End Cap

Seat Numbering
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ARC Shell ARC Max

ARC Lite ARC Lite Plus

ARC One ARC One Plus
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seating made better

The basic shell seat forms the starting point of the FCB 
seat range. 

It has a closed all around designer shell, without any 
sharp edges or gaps to collect dirt or rubbish. 

This distinctive seat is blow moulded in durable polymer 
and provides comfort and durability in a depth of only 
400mm.

FCB-S

Floor Mounted

Riser Mounted

Tier Mounted



The M Version is the centrepiece of the FCB range with 
its wide contoured seat and ergonomically shaped back.

The slim folding mechanism provides maximum seatway 
even in the narrowist row depths and there are no finger 
traps on this seat.

The integrated maintenance free rotating mechanism 
with interior couterweight ensures a perfectly engineered 
fold-back. 

  

FCB-M

Floor Mounted

Riser Mounted

Beam Mounted
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FCB Options

FCB - S FCB - M

seating made better

FCB-M with Padded seat

Seat numbering A

Seat numbering B

Power point provision

Padded seat

Retractable seating

460 Min.

460 Min.
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76
0

73
0

FCB-S

FCB-M



The design of the RailSeat allows the ground to control how 
much of the stadium is standing. Groundstaff are able to 
quickly convert the upright seat back to a sitting postion. 

RailSeat can also increase the number of fans accommodated; 
allowing up to 80% more spectators per row.

  

Developed as a way to allow fans to stand safely at  
domestic club matches and be seated at international 
and European matches.

Slim-line and compact, this unique stadium seat has 
been approved for use by both UEFA and FIFA for 
Champions League and World Cup Matches.

All over the world the RailSeat provides the solution to 
the problem of fans standing in areas which are fully 
seated, whilst ensuring MAXIMUM safety and complying 
with UEFA/FIFA requirement.

  

Railseat
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The Arc Railseat, like its origin; allows fans to stand safely at 
domestic club matches and be seated at international and 
European matches.

It has a slightly curved handrail design that flows with the 
beautiful lines of the Arc backrest.

The Arc is a tip-up seat, allowing a smooth flow of movement 
for spectators when coming in or out of their seat rows.

It is a double walled seat and backrest; delivering outstanding 
comfort and durability, with looks that match.

ARC Railseat

seating made better
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Montgomery Waters Meadow
Shrewsbury, UK

ARC Lite RailseatRailseat

Opus Plus
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projects
Wanda Metropolitano Stadium
Madrid, Spain
By Eheim Möbel
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Lusail Sports Arena - VIP Area
Qatar

Lusail Sports Arena
Qatar



TSG 1899 Hoffenheim, Rhein Neckar Arena
Hoffenheim, Germany

Optus Stadium
Perth, Australia
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Movistar Arena
Bogotá, Colombia

Aquatic Centre
London 2012 Olympics



Azur Arena 
Antibes, France

Cooper Stadium
Adelaide, Australia
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Chelsea FC, Stamford Bridge 
London, UK

Arsenal FC, Emirates Stadium
London, UK
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Celtic FC, Park Stadium
Glasgow, UK

Hamdan Bin Mohammed Bin Rashid Sports Complex
Dubai, UAE
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HEAD OFFICE 

38 Atcham Business Park
Shrewsbury
United Kingdom
SY4 4UG

+44 (0) 1743 761 244
fercoseating.com


